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Project Update
It has been an exciting first year of Project 11 at PrISUm. We have put in a great
deal of work evaluating the problems we have run into over the past several
projects, and have emerged stronger
than ever.
Anthelion, the 10th solar car project,
ran into substantial electrical
problems preventing it from
performing anywhere near its
potential last summer. We evaluated
the root causes and designed them
out of the system. Over 200 miles of
“on the road” testing has already
been conducted, with more
scheduled, as well as full system stress tests. We are excited to show off
Anthelion’s true potential in a few weeks at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
I am always impressed by the product, monetary, and moral support that we
receive from our nearly 300 sponsors. This project is truly a joint effort by
everyone across the Midwest, and particularly Iowa. Not to forget our national
sponsors, such as Coastal Enterprises and Autodesk. Thank you.
Over the next few pages, our team
directors share with you what they
and their teams have accomplished
this year. I hope you enjoy reading
their stories as much as I did.
Special thanks to our Fundraising
Director, Jeff Luhr for crafting this
newsletter!
-Eric Weflen, Project Director

Christopher Lopez
Fundraising Director
Jeff Luhr
Safety Director
Kyle Hoffman
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Fundraising Update
Coastal Enterprises Harlow Aerostructures Iowa Energy Center
Team PrISUm is currently
building P11’s body molds
thanks to a donation by
Coastal Enterprises. They
graciously donated 3000 lbs
of high density foam.
Thanks to their continued
support it will be possible to
complete the molds this
May.

The team could not function
without the help of our friends at
Harlow Aerostucures. For the
second consecutive year they
have agreed to put in countless
hours of programing and
machining to turn our glued
foam blocks into a negative
mold. Team PrISUm appreciates
their continuing partnership.

During the summer months
unexpected expenditures tend
to come up and funds often run
low. Thanks to the support of
Iowa Energy Center, team
members will be able to
breathe much easier this
summer without having to
worry as much about cash
flow.

Jeff Luhr
Fundraising Director

Outreach
Besides building
and racing solar cars, team
members also attend events
to promote our team, solar
energy, ISU, and also visit
schools to talk to students
K-12 about what they can do
when they continue their
education after high school.
Building solar cars helps
team members gain
engineering experience that
they need but outreach gives
members public speaking
experience, which is also
important for an engineer.

Team PrISUm hosts many
garages tours every semester
and visits many energy fairs
and schools throughout the
project. Outreach events are
a great way for the team to
show off our solar cars and
visit supporters in person to
thank them. In the past year
Team PrISUm attended
many events such as Bald
Eagle Days in the Quad
Cities, the 32nd Annual
World of Wheels Car Show
in Des Moines, and the
Ames Eco-Fair. I would like
to thank them for having us
at their event.

This summer, from
May 16-20, Team PrISUm is
going to be doing our semiannual event called SunRun.
During SunRun, Team
PrISUm is going to visit many
schools to talk about solar
energy and visit companies
that sponsor us in Iowa. The
team is also going to be
driving Anthelion in a number
of cities including Davenport,
Cedar Rapids, Sioux City, Des
Moines, and Omaha, NE.
Team PrISUm is really
excited to do SunRun and visit
everyone. The map to the left
is the route for SunRun.
Chris Lopez
Outreach Director
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Formula Sun Grand Prix 2011

Cory A. and Chris L.
confused at the pump !

The Formula Sun Grand Prix is quickly
approaching and team excitement is building.
FSGP is a 5 day event from May 2nd to May 7th,
2011 that will take place at the historic
Indianapolis Motor Speedway, as part of the 100
year anniversary celebration of the Indy 500
which first took place in 1911.
Currently there are 12 teams including Team
PrISUm registered for this event, which will run
on the track used for past formula 1 races and
for the Red Bull Indianapolis GP motorcycle
The 2011 FSGP Race Route
race.

“Racing on a

closed track
brings
different
challenges
than our
normal cross
country race ”

Racing on a closed track brings different challenges than our normal cross country race
during the American Solar Challenge. When we normally worry about turn signals, speed
limits and automobile traffic, we now have to worry about other soar cars, tight turns and a
lack of speed limits. These are all challenges that the team is prepared and excited to face.
Stay tuned to our website and blog for day to day race updates.
Jeff Luhr
Fundraising Director

Iowa State-9

Michigan-2

Minnesota-35

Western Michigan—20

Kentucky-3

Northwestern-11

Texas Tech—23

New Mexico—505

Illinois State-5

Missouri S&T-42

Southern Illinois
Edwardsville-57

Michigan State—13

These are the twelve teams
participating in the Formula
Sun Grand Prix in May....
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Electrical Update
It’s been another great semester for the solar car electrical team, and I can’t believe
it’s already gone by. Spring semester held true to its tradition of being a crunch-time,
and we had everything to do and seemingly not enough time to do it. I am proud to say,
though, that the members of the electrical team really stepped up to the challenge. No
matter how much work had to be done, we met every single one of our deadlines. Our
last car, Anthelion, is nearly ready to race, and our next car, codenamed P11, is well on
its way to having a completely new electrical system.
Our most important project for this year was to fix the problems with Anthelion’s
old electrical system, and this task is very near to completion. In February, we ordered,
assembled, and implemented the first prototypes of several of our new designs. All of
them had their inherent bugs (as can be expected in this line of work) but our members
were able to identify the problems and work around them. We equipped the solar car
with these new systems and took it out for some high-intensity test runs, including
driving it more than 200 miles around Iowa during spring break at full highway speeds.
A few problems arose while we were charging our batteries in Mason City, but we
didn’t experience a single electrical issue while driving.
Taking those issues into account, we completed the second revision prototypes of our circuit boards in March. No large changes had to
be made, and I am fully confident that we will meet similar successes with these boards. After we assemble them, install them on the car, and
iron out the last few bugs, we’ll be placing our final board and component orders. For the upcoming race, we’ll be taking with us two or three
fully functional spares of every electrical system on the car. Also, we’ll have enough spare components with us to rebuild each board several
times over. We’ve worked hard to improve reliability, but if there’s one thing we’ve learned over the years, it’s to expect the unexpected and
come prepared.
Looking ahead beyond the race in May, however, we can’t forget that we still have to build a new car for the American Solar Challenge
in 2012. If we’ve done our job right with Anthelion, all of the circuit boards we designed will mesh together well in the new car. In fact, only
a few boards have not received a revision for P11, and we should have no problems with those. I am confident that we will be able to continue
meeting our deadlines for all of next year.
Overall, we’ve had a fantastically successful year. None of it would have been possible if it weren’t for the hard-working and dedicated
team members I have been blessed with this year. For most of them, this was their first year with the team, and for several it was their first
experience with electronics in general. Regardless of their level of expertise, every single one of them has stepped up and produced something
essential to the project. Success with the solar car team isn’t dictated by how much you know, but rather how willing you are to put forth the
effort to learn. It’s been incredibly rewarding for me to work with these students and watch them grow in their understanding of electronics.
Finally, I would like to thank every individual, family, and company who has donated any amount of time or money to our team.. Your
generous support not only makes it possible for us to participate in the race this summer, but also provides our members with engineering
opportunities unlike anything else at ISU. From someone who has seen this learning process take place, I want to assure you that your
contributions have not gone unnoticed.
Joshua Straquadine,
Electrical Director
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Mechanical Update
This semester is far under way and we are well into
our design or our 11 solar car. We are currently in the process
of constructing our mold for the body of the solar car. We will
be going to Harlow Aerotructures LLC this summer and have
the shape of our car machined into our molds. Also along with
the body, the frame and suspension are coming
together. The frame is scheduled to be constructed toward the
end of the summer by Don Ness of Don Ness Race Craft in
Blaine Minnesota.
Along with designing our new car, we are making
some finishing touches to Anthelion for the race this summer.
In preparation for the race, we drove over 200 miles during
our spring break around Iowa. I am extremely pleased to report that during the course of these 200 miles, no mechanical or electrical failures occurred. The car worked flawlessly and we are looking forward to making a strong
showing in Indianapolis in May. This was not only a test for our car’s mechanical
and electrical systems but it also served as a training session for our team members.
We had some new drivers get acquainted with the solar car and trained members into
the many support positions that are required for our caravan.
And last but not least I would like to thank Pat Sanderson for the many hours
spent on the construction of our new 46 node CFD (computational fluid
dynamic) cluster. This amazing machine severely minimizes time consumed to design
the body of a solar car. For cases that would otherwise take 24 hours on the
Engineering Server, will take only 10 minutes on our cluster. This new tool allows us
to run more cases in an incredibly short amount of time to ensure that the drag
coefficient of P11 is as low as possible.
--Cory Anderson,
Mechanical Director
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Note From Our Advisor
Last year, I accepted an invitation to travel with the team to the 2010
American Solar Challenge. Before then, I have not heard a lot about
the team, but I knew right away that it would be an interesting summer
experience. I quickly rearranged my schedule for the summer months
and prepared for the trip. The trip turned out to be quite a learning adventure with a great and dedicated team of students. The team worked
round the clock to get the solar car ready for the competition and competed very well when the race started. The team came across many
difficult challenges but was able to work through them diligently. The
race was completed in good spirit but with a lot of lessons learned.
Later in the year, I also accepted an invitation to join the team as a faculty advisor. I believed that my academic background in design and
manufacture, professional experience in the industry (including more
than 8 years in the automobile industry), several years of teaching experience, and personal interest in alternative sources of energy were a
good match for the team. I have since attended the team’s general
meetings and at the same time formed the habit of a dropping into the
general office at odd hours to talk and learn what is going on. As I
looking back over the past months, I see my involvement in the 2010
ASC as great learning experience and a crash course on everything solar.
I am delighted to be associated with the team and eagerly look forward to the upcoming races. This will
be the first trial of what I called the PrISUm winning strategy.
-- Emmanuel Agba
PrISUm Faculty Advisor

New Team Leadership

90 Hour Challenge

Congratulations
to the Fall 2011 leaderEvan Stumpges
ship team! Team
Assistant Project Director PrISUm looks forward
to their leadership as
John O’Grady
we continue to strive
for the best car possible
Treasurer
at the American Solar
Joel Eakins
Challenge.

Team PrISUm has started a 90
hour challenge to help encourage
extra effort during the month of
April. This competition is for
anyone who spends 90 hours a
week between jobs, schoolwork,
and team work will get a special
90 hour Challenge T Shirt.

Project Director
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P11 Sponsors

Platinum Supporters
$15,000 +

Gold Supporters
$10,000 - $14,999

Cardinal Supporters

Adopt-a-Battery
$250
Sheila & William Brown
Mary & Peter O’Grady
Larry & Judy Rollstin
Ned & Ann Allen

$5,000 - $9,999

Adopt-a-Tire
$100

Solar Saints
$2,500 - $4,999
Central Iowa Power Cooperative

Margaret L Weatherspoon
Charles and Donna Moon
Betty & Darrell Van Woert
David & Linda Woert
Glasnapp Transfer
Margaret L Weatherspoon
Gary & Connie Kent’
Jim & Linda Dobbs
Gary & Lisa Reiz x2
Karl & Melba Gschneidner

Solar Benefactors
$1,000 - $2,499
City of Ames
Eight Seven Central

Solar Sustainers
$500 - $999
Avibank

Adopt-a-Cell
$30
DK & MJ Billingsley
Jim & Linda Dobbs
Evan Stumpges
Roger & Marge Schlaefer
Lorraine Cummins
Nancy L Lamois
Keith & Debbie Felderman
Bergman Academy

Team Sponsors
Up to $500
Ames Engineering Inc
The Dwelle Family Foundation
Keck Energy
Lowe’s Home Improvement
Digi-Key
Auto Insurance Rate
Gorilla Glue
West Des Moines Schools
The Solar Consultants
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Team PrISUm is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization

